
Dear St. Peter’s Families,  
 Its been a lovely week, finished off with a lovely Mass celebrated 
by  Class 3.  Today on CAFOD fast day, we celebrated Mass to give 
thanks for the harvest and to consider those who have no food.  Thank 
you to all those families that were able to contribute food items that will be taken to the Foodbank today.  I’m 
sure your kindness will make a big difference to our friends across Leamington and Warwick that would other-
wise go without.   

 In the Summer, we conducted a Parent Questionnaire.  It was really useful to find out what parents 
think about our school; our strengths and our weaknesses.  Following this, I have started to make some 
changes across the school that will hopefully improve the way we work.  I have started by asking Miss Key to 
co-ordinate PE across the school so that we can improve our provision and also improve the amount of PE we 
do.  Of course, we have our lovely new playground that is now a great and usable space for Sports; next, we 
need to make sure that we are making really good use of it.  Miss Key will be working with teachers to achieve 
the following objectives: 

 Increased level in competitions for year groups 1-6 compared to previous 2 years.   
 Teaching and learning – Ensure all children cover the 
National Curriculum by the time they reach the end of Year 
6. 
 Provide additional training for staff in identified areas 
to ensure high quality teaching and learning for all pupils 
across a range of sports and activities.   
 Provide a broader range of extra-curricular activities 
based on pupil interest. 
 Ensure the resources are available in order to teach 
the curriculum effectively. 
 Continue to raise the profile of PE and sport at St. 
Peter’s.  
I look forward to providing you with updates of what we 

are doing!  Have a great weekend, Mrs. Sharman 

Friday 4th October 2019, Autumn Term 1, Week 5 

Stars of the week 

Mollie for improving 
her work and using 

pronouns.  

Alfie for amazing 
printing.  

Chloe for making fan-
tastic progress in 

swimming! 

Jess for being such 
an enthusiastic learn-

er. 



This week we have been learning... 
Class 1  A busy week in Class 1! The children are 

really getting into phonics and have re-
sponded enthusiastically to learning four new sounds this 
week! In Maths we have been learning all about the number 
two, which we linked to RE and the story of Noah’s Ark. The 
children built an ark, sorted the animals into pairs and counted 
them onto the boat! ‘The animals came in two by two...’  
 

Class 2  What a brilliant week we've had! We 
started our week by looking at William 

Morris - identifying different things we could see in his printed 
wallpaper. We spoke about his repeating patterns and how he 
used nature to bring the outside in. We used William Morris as 
our inspiration for printing our own wallpaper for the Home 
Corner. We used collected leaves and cut up lemons and or-
anges. They look beautiful! In Maths we have been talking 
about the addition and equals symbol and using them in our 
work. In English we have been reading Elmer and writing character descriptions about him. In RE we have been 
comparing the Old Testament and New Testament. Finally, in Science we have been discussing how we look after 
ourselves and what happens to our bodies when we exercise. Well done for another great week Class 2! 
 

Class 3  have had a very busy week! We have been focusing on mental strategies for addition and 
subtraction in Maths. The children have written newspaper reports in English. We’ve been 

doing some fantastic Science work on the human skeleton and comparing these with animal skeletons. Then to fin-
ish our week we have led a wonderful harvest mass which the children worked very hard to prepare for. We have 

written some fact files on Cafod, concentrating on Harvest Fast Day 
and the work of the charity in general.  

Class 4  This week we have thoroughly enjoyed the 
next few chapters of holes. It has had us 

gripped and I’ve loved hearing the children read with great expres-
sion and tone especially when we were introduced to The Warden. 
We have started writing non-chronological reports about yellow 
spotted lizards in English, whilst in Maths we have been multiplying 
and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 as well as applying known number 
facts to multiply and divide mentally. In Art, we have continued with 
our printing project by adding a second layer of colour. We identi-
fied some of the physical and human geographical features of North 
America in Geography and in RE we reflected on the importance of 
the 10 Commandments. In PE, we have continued to work on the 
events for sports hall athletics and have been recording personal 
best times and distances. In Music, we have continued learning to 
play the recorder with a focus on the notes B and A. Finally, we 
learnt about rooms with the home in French. 

Prayer for the weekend 
 

In the fading of the summer sun,  the shortening of days, cooling breeze,  

swallows' flight and moonlight rays , we see God’s hand 

In the browning of leaves once green,  morning mists, autumn chill,  

fruit that falls frost's first kiss, we see God’s hand 

Amen 


